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```python
>>> # Create data objects
>>> voltage_source = Agilent66000A()
>>> bert_scope = BERTScope()

>>> # Sweep voltage and look at Bit Error Rate
>>> voltages = linspace(1, 2, 11)
>>> error_rates = []
>>> for voltage in voltages:
...    error_rate = bert_scope.error_rate()
...    error_rates.append(error_rate)

>>> error_rates = array(error_rates)
>>> # Plot the results
>>> plot(voltages, error_rates)
```
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- Domain Specific GUI Applications
  Semiconductor, Fluid Dynamics, Seismic Modeling, Financial, etc.

- ETS (App construction)
  Traits, Chaco, Mayavi, Envisage, etc.

- SciPy (Scientific Algorithms)

- NumPy (Array Mathematics)

- 3rd Party Libraries
  wxPython, VTK, etc.

- Python